Sandos Playacar launches its new main pool with
water park included

November 13, 2018, Playa del Carmen.-  Last monday, November 12, Sandos Playacar Beach
Resort opened its new main pool with an oceanfront water park.
Surrounded by nature and facing the stunning beach of the Caribbean Sea, this new pool offers
aqua fun with five water slides for children, plus some animal-shaped slides and a rain tree.
As the new main pool of the resort, it also has a swim-up bar so that guests don’t have to get
out of it in order to ask for their favorite cocktails. On the entertainment department, the staff will
be offering aquatic fun and energetic aerobic competitions throughout the week, as well as
some upbeat background music to keep the fun and tropical atmosphere going. Plus, there will
be cookout parties every evening in front of the bar with delicious dishes for guests to taste.

This launching precedes the updates at the resort’s guestrooms sections to occur next
December 1st, when the resort accommodations will be distributed as follows:
●

The family section will be located just a few steps away from the lobby, with much more
space, offering two new room categories (one that includes a bunk bed) and direct
access to a new family pool that extends throughout the entire section. In addition,
Sandos Playacar will also be expanding its fleet of golf carts with larger units and a
greater frequency of routes, to facilitate even more the trips to the beach for the guests.

●

As for the Select Club Adults Only rooms and exclusive areas, these will be moved
closer the beach, also boasting a new exclusive oceanfront pool for adults.

With these new changes, Sandos Playacar only strengthens its options to better cater for each
family member during their all inclusive vacations.
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